"Away with you, Diomedas. Bid Gastone lash down the helm,
then take him with you* Away!" Diomedes looked at him, hesitating;
"Away !" Prospero repeated, more peremptory. "You know what is
to do."
Still Diomedes lingered to utter a warning, grave with fear. "You'll
not delay overlong?"
, "Be sure Til not   A\^ay!"
' Diomedes departed. On his way aft he was joined by the mascer,
who had lashed down the helm. The two passed into the coach, and
from the stern window climbed down into a sloop that the galleon was
towing. They cut her adrift and got out the oars; but they did not
pull away; they sat idle on the thwarts, watching the stern of the great
ship as it drew steadily away from them to meet the advancing galley
Prospero remained at his post for only a moment after Diomedes'
departure from the forecastle. He estimated at eight miles an hour
the rate at which the distance between galleys and galleon was diminish-
ing, and so judged that in five or six minutes now the Corsairs would be
alongside. It was time to set about what yet remained to do.
The Imaculada carried twenty guns on two decks. Eight of these
were in the waist, four on each quarter, whilst twelve were on the main
deck below. To the four starboard guns in the waist time-fuses of
varying lengths had been attached by Diomedes. Since the galleon
was sailing with her other quarter close to the land, those were the only
guns worth firing for purposes of demonstration. It could hardly be
hoped that they would serve any greater purpose, for their fire would
prove harmless to the enemy, and would probably be derided as a sigfl
of panic aboard; but it would supply apparent evidence that the shiff
was manned, and disposed to fight.
So, as he sped aft, Prospero ignited each match in turn, and as he
was dropping through a scuttle to the main deck, the galleon shook
with the discharge of the first of them. Two more went off at intervals
of a minute whilst he was busy below. The gun-ports of the main
deck were all closed, and he was compelled to work in the dim twilight
from the open scuttle overhead.
Every powder-keg the magazine had contained was stacked herein a
great pyramid from deck to deck, and close about the base of this
pyramid the black contents of a couple of kegs had been heaped. In
this loose powder were buried the ends of the fuses upon which
Diomedes had laboured through the last hours of that night. Each
fuse was twenty yards in length and there were three of them, so even
if two should chance to fail, there would still be a third to do the work.
Quickly Prospero lighted them, stayed a second to watch their
spluttering start, then leapt for the scuttle-butt, and hoisted himself
swiftly to the upper deck, rammed down the scuttle, and made fast the
binding-strake.
One glance ahead showed him that, quick though he had been; the
distance separating him from the Corsairs had been halved since he
had left the forecastle. He raced down the gangway astern, reacheJ
the coach, and lifted himself to the sill of the open window. In the
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